SECTION 09 9123
INTERIOR PAINTED GYPSUM BOARD, PLASTER

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 SUMMARY
A. Includes But Not Limited To:
   1. Preparing, priming, and finish painting new interior gypsum board and plaster surfaces as described in Contract Documents.
   2. Priming new interior gypsum board surfaces to receive sheet wall covering system.
B. Related Sections:
   1. Section 09 9001: Common Painting Requirements.
   2. Section 09 9413: Textured finishings.

1.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A. Rest Rooms, Font Rooms, And Custodial Rooms: Use MPI(a) INT 9.2F Waterborne Epoxy Finish system.
B. All Other: Use MPI(a) INT 9.2B Latex Finish system.
C. Use MPI Premium Grade finish requirements.

1.3 SEQUENCING
A. Properly clean and paint light cove interiors before installation of light fixtures.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 MATERIALS
A. Category Four Approved Products: Products listed in edition of MPI Approved Product List current at time of bidding and later are approved, providing they meet VOC requirements in force where Project is located. See Section 01 6000 for definitions of Categories.
B. Primer: MPI Product 50.
C. Finish Coats:
   1. Rest Rooms, Font Room, And Custodial Rooms:
      b. MPI Product 115.
   2. Chapel Ceiling:
      a. Gloss / Sheen Required: Gloss Level 1 or 2.
      b. MPI Product 53.
   3. Remaining Painted Surfaces:
      b. MPI Product 141.
PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1 APPLICATION

A. General: See appropriate paragraphs of Section 09 9001.

B. Primer: Apply primer to be covered with other paint coats with roller only, or with spray gun and back-rolled.

END OF SECTION